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New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
Grace Burrowes writes The Lonely Lords with passion
and heart "Depth and emotion that will capture your
heart and mind." -Night Owl Reviews, Reviewer Top
Pick for David David, Viscount Fairly, has imperiled his
honor Letty Banks is a reluctant courtesan, keeping a
terrible secret that brought her, a vicar's daughter, to
a life of vice. While becoming madam of Viscount
Fairly's high-class brothel is an absolute financial
necessity, Letty refuses to become David's mistressthough their attraction becomes harder to resist the
more she learns about the man Perhaps a fallen
woman can redeem it. David is smitten not only with
Letty's beauty, but also with her calm, her kindness,
her quiet. David is determined to put respectability
back in her grasp, even if that means uncovering the
secrets Letty works so hard to keep hidden-secrets
that could take her away from him forever

David
Written by internationally acclaimed artist and
photographer Christopher James, THE BOOK OF
ALTERNATIVE PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSES: 3rd
Edition is the definitive text for students and
professionals studying alternative photographic
processes and the art of hand-made photographic
image making. This innovative Third Edition brings
the medium up to date with new and historic
processes that are integrated with the latest
contemporary innovations, adaptations, techniques,
and art work. This 800 page edition is packed with
more than 700 exquisite illustrations featuring
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historical examples as well as the art that is currently
being made by professional alternative process,
artists, teachers, and students of the genre. The third
edition is the complete and comprehensive technical
and aesthetic resource exploring and delving into
every aspect of alternative photographic process
photography. Each chapter introduces the history of a
technique, presents an overview of the alternative
photographic process that will be featured, reviews its
chemistry, and provides practical and easy to follow
guidance in how to make it work. In his conversational
writing style, James also explores the idiosyncrasies,
history, and cultural connections that are such a
significant part of the history of photography.
Featuring traditional and digital contact negative
production as well as an array of processes, spread
out over 28 chapters, THE BOOK OF ALTERNATIVE
PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSES: 3RD EDITION delivers
clear instructions, practical workflows and advice,
humor, history, art, and immeasurable inspiration.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Immunology Made Ridiculously Simple
Book 4 of Cowboys & Brides From New York Times
and USA Today-bestselling author Carolyn Brown
comes a contemporary Western romance filled to the
brim with sexy cowboys, gutsy heroines, and genuine
down-home Texas twang. Texas rancher Mason
Harper's daughters want a new mama in the worst
way, and when a beautiful woman in a tattered
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wedding gown appears on their doorstep, the two
little girls adopt her-no ifs, ands, or buts about it.
Mason isn't sure about taking in a complete stranger,
but Lord knows he needs a nanny, and Annie Rose
Boudreau stirs his heart in long-forgotten ways Annie
Rose is desperate, and when a tall, sexy cowboy
offers her a place to stay, she can't refuse. After all,
it's just for a little while. As she settles in deeper, her
heart tells her both Mason and her role as makeshift
mama suit her just fine. But will Mason feel the same
way once her nightmare past catches up with her?
Fans of Linda Lael Miller and Diana Palmer will thrill to
this moving story of a lonely cowboy and his two little
girls finding the family of their dreams. Cowboys &
Brides Series: Billion Dollar Cowboy (Book 1) The
Cowboy's Christmas Baby (Book 2) The Cowboy's Mail
Order Bride (Book 3) How to Marry a Cowboy (Book 4)
Praise for Bestselling Contemporary Western
Romances by Carolyn Brown: "Sizzling Brown imbues
her lively story with lots of heart."-Publishers Weekly
"Hilariousa great, entertaining read."-Fresh Fiction
"Writing so expressive I could almost hear the country
drawl."-Night Owl Reviewer Top Pick, 4 stars

Dungeons & Dragons Monster Manual
In a complex world, products that are easy to use win
favor with consumers. This is the first book on the
topic of simplicity aimed specifically at interaction
designers. It shows how to drill down and simplify
user experiences when designing digital tools and
applications. It begins by explaining why simplicity is
attractive, explores the laws of simplicity, and
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presents proven strategies for achieving simplicity.
Remove, hide, organize and displace become
guidelines for designers, who learn simplicity by
seeing before and after examples and case studies
where the results speak for themselves.

Instrument Pilot Oral Exam Guide
What happens when the pastor of a mega church
loses his faith? Pastor Chase Falson has lost his faith
in God, the Bible, evangelical Christianity, and his
super-sized megachurch. When he falls apart, the
church elders tell him to go away: as far away as
possible. Join Chase on his life-changing journey to
Italy where, with a curious group of Franciscan friars,
he struggles to resolve his crisis of faith by retracing
the footsteps of Francis of Assisi, a saint whose simple
way of loving Jesus changed the history of the world.
Read this riveting story and then begin your own lifechanging journey through the pilgrim’s guide included
in this powerful novel. Hidden in the past lies the
future of the church When his elders tell him to take
some time away from his church, broken pastor
Chase Falson crosses the Atlantic to Italy to visit his
uncle, a Franciscan priest. There he is introduced to
the revolutionary teachings of Saint Francis of Assisi
and finds an old, but new way of following Jesus that
heals and inspires. Chase Falson’s spiritual discontent
mirrors the feelings of a growing number of Christians
who walk out of church asking, Is this all there is?
They are weary of celebrity pastors, empty calorie
teaching, and worship services where the emphasis is
more on Lights, Camera, Action than on Father, Son,
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and Holy Spirit while the deepest questions of life
remain unaddressed in a meaningful way. Bestselling
author Ian Morgan Cron masterfully weaves lessons
from the life of Saint Francis into the story of Chase
Falson to explore the life of a saint who 800 years ago
breathed new life into disillusioned Christians and a
Church on the brink of collapse. Chasing Francis is a
hopeful and moving story with profound implications
for those who yearn for a more vital relationship with
God and the world.

Aerial Photography and Videography
Using Drones
A brief overview of the basic science and clinical
aspects of immunology. The basic science section is a
clear presentation of innate and adaptive immunity,
immune cells, antibodies and antigens, and other
components of the immune system and their
interactions. The clinical section clarifies
hypersensitivity, autoimmunity, immunodeficiency,
common diagnostic tests, vaccination,
transplantation, and tumor immunology.

From IMovie to Final Cut Pro X
A comprehensive resource for health professions
students and practitioners, including physical and
occupational therapists, chiropractors, and behavioral
medicine students, Cram's Introduction to Surface
Electromyography clearly explains how to use SEMG
to treat a variety of neuromuscular conditions. It
covers the development of SEMG, instrumentation,
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assessment, and treatment, and features a detailed
atlas for electrode placement. This updated edition
includes expanded "quick reference" items created by
Glenn Kasman, as well as a new chapter on
Assessment and Treatment of Neuromuscular
Disorders. The chapter on Dynamic Assessment and
Treatment of Musculoskeletal Problems has also been
updated and revised. With a quick reference section
and an atlas including line drawings and color
photographs, this text is a valuable resource for
health professions students and practitioners.

Railway Ecology
With its easy accessibility, low cost, and ability to
deliver,essential bedside information about the
cardiac structure andfunction, echocardiography has
become one of the most relied-upondiagnostic tools in
clinical medicine. As a result, more cliniciansthan ever
before must be able to accurately
interpretechocardiographic information in order to
administer appropriatetreatment. Based on the
authors’ experience teaching echocardiographyin
busy clinical settings, this new pocketbook provides
reliableguidance on everyday clinical cardiac
ultrasound and theinterpretation of echocardiographic
images. It has been designed tohelp readers develop
a stepwise approach to the interpretation of
astandard transthoracic echocardiographic study and
teach how tomethodically gather and assemble the
most important informationfrom each of the standard
echocardiographic views in order togenerate a
complete final report of the study performed. What’s
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included: • A summary of TTE examination protocol
and acomprehensive listing of useful formulas and
normal values • Atrial and ventricular dimensions, LV
and RVsystolic function, LV diastolic patterns •
Echocardiographic findings in the most
commonlyencountered cardiac diseases and
disorders, including variouscardiomyopathies, cardiac
tamponade, constrictive pericarditis,valvular heart
disease, pulmonary hypertension,
infectiveendocarditis, and congenital heart disease •
Companion website with video clips and over 70selfassessment questions Packed with essential
information and designed for quick look-up,this
pocketbook will be of great assistance for anyone who
works inbusy clinical settings and who needs a ready
and reliable guide tointerpreting echocardiographic
information to help deliver optimalpatient care.

The Pursuit of Endurance
Start closing sales like top producers! Have you ever
found yourself at a loss for what to say when the
gatekeeper asks you what your call is about? Have
your palms ever sweated when the decision maker
shuts you down with: “I wouldn’t be interested”? Has
your heart taken a fast dive into your stomach when,
at the start of your presentation, your prospect tells
you that they’ve thought about it and are just going
to pass? If you’re in sales, then the question isn’t
“Have you ever felt this way?”, but rather, “How often
do you feel this way? Are you finally ready to learn
how to confidently and effectively overcome these
objections, stalls, and blow-offs? If so, Power Phone
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Scripts was written for you! Unlike other books on
sales that tell you what you should do (like build value
– hard to do when the prospect is hanging up on
you!), Power Phone Scripts provides word-for-word
scripts, phrases, questions, and comebacks that you
can use on your very next call. Learn to overcome
resistance, get through to the decision maker, and
then, once you have him or her on the phone, make
an instant connection and earn the right to have a
meaningful conversation. You’ll be equipped with
proven questions, conversation starters, and
techniques to learn whether or not they are even right
for your product or service, and, if they aren’t, who
else in their company or another department might
be. Power Phone Scripts is the sales manual you’ve
been looking for: over 500 proven, current, and nonsalesy phrases, rebuttals, questions, and conversation
openers that will instantly make you sound more
confident – just like the top producing sales pros do
right now. Gone will be your call reluctance; gone will
be your fear of calling prospects back for
presentations and demos; gone will be the fear of
asking for the sale at the end of your pitch! This
practical guide is filled with effective scripts for
prospecting, emailing, voice mails, closes, and tons of
rebuttals to recurring objections you get like: “It costs
too much” “We already have a vendor for that” “I’m
going to need to think about it” “I need to talk to the
boss or committee” and so many others… More than
just phone scripts, this book provides practical,
comprehensive guidance that every inside sales rep
needs. Conquer concerns, provide answers, motivate
action, and be the conduit between your prospect’s
problems and your solution. Actionable, fun, and
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designed to work within the current sales
environment, this invaluable guide is your ticket to
the top of the leader board. With Power Phone Scripts,
you will never be at a loss of what to say to a
prospect or client. Communication is everything in
sales, and being on top of your game is no longer
enough when top producers are playing a different
game altogether. You cannot achieve winning stats if
you're not even on the field. If you're ready to join the
big league, Power Phone Scripts is the playbook you
need to win at inside sales.

GoPro
A basic problem in computer vision is to understand
the structure of a real world scene given several
images of it. Techniques for solving this problem are
taken from projective geometry and photogrammetry.
Here, the authors cover the geometric principles and
their algebraic representation in terms of camera
projection matrices, the fundamental matrix and the
trifocal tensor. The theory and methods of
computation of these entities are discussed with real
examples, as is their use in the reconstruction of
scenes from multiple images. The new edition
features an extended introduction covering the key
ideas in the book (which itself has been updated with
additional examples and appendices) and significant
new results which have appeared since the first
edition. Comprehensive background material is
provided, so readers familiar with linear algebra and
basic numerical methods can understand the
projective geometry and estimation algorithms
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presented, and implement the algorithms directly
from the book.

The Best of Make:
FROM THE #1 AMAZON BEST SELLING AUTHOR ON
GoPro CAMERAS. Specifically for the GoPro HERO
SESSION, this is the perfect guide book for anyone
who wants to learn how to use a GoPro HERO Session
camera to capture unique videos and photos.
Designed for an active lifestyle, travelers,
snowboarders, bikers, hikers, kayakers, surfers,
skiers, standup paddlers, boaters and more will find
valuable knowledge with the lessons in this book.
With more than 100+ color images, this book
provides clear, step-by-step lessons to get you out
there using your GoPro HERO Session camera to
document your life and your adventures. This book
covers everything you need to know about using your
GoPro HERO camera. The book teaches you: how to
operate your camera; how to choose your settings;
tips for the most useful GoPro mounts; vital
photography/cinematography knowledge; simple
photo, video and time lapse editing techniques and
how to share your first edited video and photos.
Through the SEVEN STEPS laid out in this book, you
will understand your camera and learn how to use
FREE software to finally do something with your
results. This book is perfect for beginners, but also
provides in depth knowledge that will be useful for
intermediate camera users. Written specifically for
the GoPro HERO Session camera, which was
previously called the Hero 4 Session.
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The DSLR Filmmaker's Handbook
"In this practical guide, electronics guru Simon Monk
takes you under the hood of Arduino and reveals
professional programming secrets. Featuring
coverage of the Arduino Uno, Leonardo, and Due
boards, Programming Arduino Next Steps: Going
Further with Sketches shows you how to use
interrupts, manage memory, program for the Internet,
maximize serial communications, perform digital
signal processing, and much more. All of the 75+
example sketches featured in the book are available
for download"--

Adobe Premiere Pro Classroom in a Book
(2020 release)
Learn to shoot professional-quality HD footage with
your DSLRCamera The DSLR Filmmaker's Handbook,
2nd Edition is the expertguide to getting professional
movie-making results with an HDvideo-enabled DSLR
camera. Fully updated to reflect the latesttechnology,
this updated edition provides guidance toward
bestpractices and techniques that maximize results.
Shooting HD videowith a DSLR has many benefits —
and also a few trickydrawbacks — but this guide gives
you the insight and trainingyou need to overcome
these challenges as you learn what toanticipate, how
to work around it, and how to fix imperfections inpostproduction. Award winning independent filmmaker
BarryAndersson walks you through the shooting
process and shows you whatto do before, during, and
after filming to ensure high qualityresults. Most of
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today's DSLRs have the capacity to shoot HD video.
This,combined with incredible low-light capabilities,
shallow depth offield, and relatively low price point
make these cameras anextremely attractive entry
point for would-be independentfilmmakers. This book
shows you how to exploit your DSLR'scapabilities to
produce beautiful film, with step-by-step
expertinstruction. Understand the limitations of DSLR
video Learn what to plan for before filming begins
Exploit HD capabilities to maximize the film's visuals
Produce professional-level, film-quality footage With
thorough explanations and expert instruction, The
DSLRFilmmaker's Handbook, 2nd Edition is the
training you need tostart shooting beautiful HD
footage.

The Underwater Photographer
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) administers
oral as well as written exams for pilot certification and
flight review. These exam guides teach applicants not
only what to expect, but also how to exhibit subject
mastery and confidence under the scrutiny of the FAA
Examiner. In this series, the most consistent
questions asked in each exam are provided in a
question-and-answer format, with information sources
for further study. Applicants facing the Instrument
Rating oral exams will benefit from the topics
discussed and the further study materials provided in
this Instrument edition, which have been updated to
reflect important FAA regulatory and procedural
changes, including new or updated PTS technical
subject areas. The Eighth Edition contains a new
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chapter on the currently hot FAA topic of "scenariobased training" (SBT), written by Arlynn McMahon
(author of "Train Like You Fly"). It provides insight into
these more-complex questions on how to
demonstrate one's grasp of the practical application
of flight training. Scenario-based questions are now
an integral part of FAA Oral & Practical Exams, and
FAA examiners are using them more and more often.

Telling the Stories of Life Through
Guided Autobiography Groups
After two years, MAKE has become one of most
celebrated new magazines to hit the newsstands, and
certainly one of the hottest reads. If you're just
catching on to the MAKE phenomenon and wonder
what you've missed, this book contains the best DIY
projects from the magazine's first ten volumes -- a
surefire collection of fun and challenging activities
going back to MAKE's launch in early 2005. Find out
why MAKE has attracted a passionate following of
tech and DIY enthusiasts worldwide with one million
web site visitors and a quarter of a million magazine
readers. And why our podcasts consistently rank in
the top-25 for computers and technology. With the
Best of MAKE, you'll share the curiosity, zeal, and
energy of Makers -- the citizen scientists, circuit
benders, homemakers, students, automotive
enthusiasts, roboticists, software developers,
musicians, hackers, hobbyists, and crafters -- through
this unique and inspiring assortment of DIY projects
chosen by the magazine's editors. Learn to: Hack your
gadgets and toys Program micontrollers to sense and
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react to things Take flight with rockets, planes, and
other projectiles Make music from the most surprising
of things Find new ways to take photos and make
video Outfit yourself with the coolest tools Put
together by popular demand, the Best of MAKE is the
perfect gift for any maker, including current
subscribers who missed early volumes of the
magazine. Do you or someone you know have a
passion for the magic of tinkering, hacking, and
creation? Do you enjoy finding imaginative and
unexpected uses for the technology and materials in
your life? Then get on board with the Best of MAKE!

Congregations in Transition
**Winner - Sweetspot Cycling Book of the Year** For
11 years I was a professional cyclist, competing in the
hardest and greatest races on Earth. I was in demand
from the world’s best teams, a well-paid elite athlete.
But I never won a race. I was the hired help. When my
mum dropped me off in a small French town aged 17,
I was full of determination to be a professional cyclist,
but I was completely green. I went from mowing the
team manager’s lawn to winning every amateur race I
entered. Then I turned pro and realised I hated the
responsibility and pressure of chasing victory. And
that’s when I became a domestique. I learned to take
that hurt and give it everything I had to give, all for
someone else’s win. When the order came in to ride I
pushed out with the hardest rhythm I could, dragging
the group faster and faster, until my whole body
screamed with pain. There were times I rode myself
to a standstill, clutching the barrier metres from the
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line, as the lead group shot past. But that’s what
made me a so good at my job. As my career took off, I
started looking at the fans lining the route, cheering
us like heroes. The passion for cycling oozed off them,
but they couldn’t know what it was really like. They
didn’t see the terrible hotels, the crazy egos or all the
shit that goes with great expectations. Well, this is
how it is

The Last of the Blue Water Hunters
The Road Cycling Manual is a comprehensive,
practical guide for all riders. Whether you are new to
cycling or already taking part in competitive events,
this illustrated book, packed with vibrant
photography, covers every aspect of modern road
cycling, from the choice of bike, set-up and fitness
training, through to riding techniques and bike
maintenance. Featuring step-by-step practical
sections and at-a-glance training programmes, this
manual will provide riders with the knowledge they
need to enjoy the sport and to get the maximum from
themselves and their bikes.

My Gopro Hero Camera
The Internet of Toys (IoToys) is a developing market
within our Internet of Things (IoT) ecosystem. This
book examines the rise of internet-connected toys
and aims to anticipate the opportunities and risks of
IoToys before their widespread diffusion. Contributors
to this volume each provide a critical analysis of the
design, production, regulation, representation and
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consumption of internet-connected toys. In order to
address the theoretical, methodological and policy
questions that arise from the study of these new
playthings, and contextualise the diverse
opportunities and challenges that IoToys pose to
educators, families and children themselves, the
chapters engage with notions of mediatization,
datafication, robotification, connected and post-digital
play. This timely engagement with a key
transformation in children’s play will appeal to all
readers interested in understanding the social uses
and consequences of IoToys, and primarily to
researchers and students in children and media, early
childhood studies, media and communications,
sociology, education, social psychology, law and
design.

Chasing Francis
FOR HERO 3+ and HERO 3 CAMERAS. This is the
perfect guide book for Adventure Sports enthusiasts
who want to learn how to use their GoPro HERO 3+ or
HERO 3 cameras to get great videos and photos.
Snowboarders, bikers, hikers, kayakers, travelers,
skiers, standup paddlers, boaters and more will find
valuable knowledge with the lessons in this book.
With more than 100+ images, this book provides
clear, step-by-step lessons to get you out there using
your GoPro camera to document your adventures.
This book covers everything you need to know about
using your GoPro HERO 3+ or HERO 3 camera. The
book teaches you: how choose your settings, tips for
all of the GoPro mounts, vital photography knowledge,
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simple photo, video and time lapse editing techniques
and how to share your first edited video and photos.
Through the SIX STEPS laid out in this book, you will
understand your camera and learn how to use FREE
software (you probably already have!) to finally do
something with your results. This book is perfect for
beginners, but also provides in depth knowledge that
will be useful for intermediate camera users. Written
for all editions of HERO 3+ (Black and Silver Editions)
and HERO 3 (Black, Silver and White Editions)
cameras.

Domestique
National Geographic Adventurer of the Year Jennifer
Pharr Davis unlocks the secret to maximizing
perseverance--on and off the trail Jennifer Pharr
Davis, a record holder of the FKT (fastest known time)
on the Appalachian Trail, reveals the secrets and
habits behind endurance as she chronicles her
incredible accomplishments in the world of endurance
hiking, backpacking, and trail running. With a
storyteller's ear for fascinating detail and description,
Davis takes readers along as she trains and sets her
record, analyzing and trail-testing the theories and
methodologies espoused by her star-studded roster of
mentors. She distills complex rituals and histories into
easy-to-understand tips and action items that will
help you take perseverance to the next level. The
Pursuit of Endurance empowers readers to unlock
phenomenal endurance and leverage newfound grit
to achieve personal bests in everything from sports
and family to the boardroom.
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GoPro Cameras For Dummies
From iMovie to Final Cut Pro X offers an accessible,
introductory guide to those taking up video editing
using Final Cut Pro X, especially users making the
transition from iMovie, Apple’s free video software,
helping aspirational and mobile filmmakers develop
the skills needed to take their career to the next
stage. Written by award-winning former Apple
Education trainer and Final Cut Pro expert Tom
Wolsky, this full-color book illuminates the key
differences between these two applications and
teaches users how to produce first-class results using
the professional application. Wolsky also covers best
practices for those working with iMovie on an iPhone
or iPad and looking to move to a more advanced
desktop program. Downloadable Final Cut Pro X
project libraries included with the book offer readers
hands-on examples of the techniques and practices
discussed. Covers Final Cut Pro X 10.3.1.

Simple and Usable Web, Mobile, and
Interaction Design
Renowned Photographer and Photoshop hall-of-famer,
Martin Evening returns with his comprehensive guide
to Photoshop. This acclaimed work covers everything
from the core aspects of working in Photoshop to
advanced techniques for refined workflows and
professional results. Using concise advice, clear
instruction and real world examples, this essential
guide will give you the skills, regardless of your
experience, to create professional quality results. A
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robust accompanying website features sample
images, tutorial videos, bonus chapters and a
plethora of extra resources. Quite simply, this is the
essential reference for photographers of all levels
using Photoshop.

Developing Story Ideas
An extraordinary account of the author's
apprenticeship with free-diving pioneers who stalk
powerful game fish.

Multiple View Geometry in Computer
Vision
Shoot, edit, and share action-packed video with a
GoPro The world moves fast'so if you want to capture
it in real time, only a fast-moving camera will do.
Enter the GoPro! This small but powerful camera is
easy to hold, wear, or mount to capture video of all
your high-speed adventures. Unfortunately, to the
uninitiated, it can be a bit intimidating'but fear not!
With the help of this revised edition of GoPro Cameras
For Dummies, you'll acquire the skills needed to shoot
high-quality video or photos, edit raw footage into a
final masterpiece, and share your GoPro works of art
with the world. Compared with traditional digital video
devices, the GoPro is a superhero. Okay, so it can't
scale high rises, but it can go virtually anywhere and
produce thrilling new perspectives of an epic slalom
down the slopes or awesomely scenic hike'and
everything in between. When still photos simply won't
do the trick, GoPro Cameras For Dummies shows you
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step by step how to use your GoPro camera to make
movies, work with available light, create time-lapse
sequences, and so much more. Meet the full line of
GoPro cameras, including the HERO5, and find the
one that's right for you Get help setting your GoPro to
shoot better video Discover what you need (or don't
need) to shoot in the water Find step-by-step
guidance for capturing better sound Edit your work
like a GoPro guru Packed with full-color photos and
updated to cover the latest GoPro cameras and
software, this fun and accessible guide is a gadget
lover's dream.

How To Use GoPro Hero 3 Cameras: The
Adventure Sports Edition for HERO3+
and HERO3 Cameras
FROM THE #1 AMAZON BEST SELLING AUTHOR ON
GoPro CAMERAS. Specifically for the GoPro HERO 5
BLACK, this is the perfect guide book for anyone who
wants to learn how to use the GoPro HERO 5 Black
camera to capture unique videos and photos. With
more than 100+ color images, this book provides
clear, step-by-step lessons to get you out there using
your GoPro HERO 5 Black camera to document your
life and your adventures. This book covers everything
you need to know about using your GoPro HERO 5
Black camera. The book teaches you: how to operate
your camera; how to choose your settings; tips for the
most useful GoPro mounts; vital
photography/cinematography knowledge; simple
photo, video and time lapse editing techniques and
how to share your first edited video and photos.
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Through the SEVEN STEPS laid out in this book, you
will understand your camera and learn how to use
FREE software to finally do something with your
results. This book is perfect for beginners, but also
provides in depth knowledge that will be useful for
intermediate camera users. Written specifically for
the GoPro HERO5 Black camera.

Rides of Passage
How to Marry a Cowboy
The HERO is GoPro's entry level camera, designed
with simplicity for people who are new to using a
GoPro camera. This book is written specifically for the
GoPro HERO, explaining the unique features and
quirks of this camera.With more than 100+ images,
this book provides clear, step-by-step lessons to get
you out there using your GoPro HERO camera to
document your adventures.This book covers
everything you need to know about using your GoPro
HERO camera. The book teaches you: how choose
your settings, tips for the most useful GoPro mounts,
vital photography knowledge, simple photo, video and
time lapse editing techniques and how to share your
first edited video and photos. Through the SIX STEPS
laid out in this book, you will understand your camera
and learn how to use FREE software (you probably
already have!) to finally do something with your
results. This book is perfect for beginners, but also
provides in depth knowledge that will be useful for
intermediate camera users. Written specifically for
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the HERO camera.

Unmanned Aerial Remote Sensing
This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license.
This book provides a unique overview of the impacts
of railways on biodiversity, integrating the existing
knowledge on the ecological effects of railways on
wildlife, identifying major knowledge gaps and
research directions and presenting the emerging field
of railway ecology. The book is divided into two major
parts: Part one offers a general review of the major
conceptual and theoretical principles of railway
ecology. The chapters consider the impacts of
railways on wildlife populations and concentrate on
four major topics: mortality, barrier effects, species
invasions and disturbances (ranging from noise to
chemical pollution). Part two focuses on a number of
case studies from Europe, Asia and North America
written by an international group of experts.

Big, Bold and Blue
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) are a rapidly
evolving technology with an expanding array of
diverse applications. In response to the continuing
evolution of this technology, this book discusses
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and similar systems,
platforms and sensors, as well as exploring some of
their environmental applications. It explains how they
can be used for mapping, monitoring, and modeling a
wide variety of different environmental aspects, and
at the same time addresses some of the current
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constraints placed on realizing the potential use of
the technology such as s flight duration and distance,
safety, and the invasion of privacy etc. Features of
the book: Provides necessary theoretical foundations
for pertinent subject matter areas Introduces the role
and value of UAVs for geographical data acquisition,
and the ways to acquire and process the data
Provides a synthesis of ongoing research and a focus
on the use of technology for small-scale image and
spatial data acquisition in an environmental context
Written by experts of the technology who bring
together UAS tools and resources for the
environmental specialist Unmanned Aerial Remote
Sensing: UAS for Environmental Applications is an
excellent resource for any practitioner utilizing
remote sensing and other geospatial technologies for
environmental applications, such as conservation,
research, and planning. Students and academics in
information science, environment and natural
resources, geosciences, and geography, will likewise
find this comprehensive book a useful and informative
resource.

The Internet of Toys
My GoPro Hero Camera offers a comprehensive
introduction to using the most recently released
GoPro Hero camera models, including the basic GoPro
Hero, GoPro Hero3+ and the GoPro Hero4. All three of
these cameras utilize the same basic operating
system and menus, but each has slightly different
features, functions and possible shooting resolutions
for digital images and video. After offering an initial
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introduction to the cameras themselves, as well as
their menus and buttons, this book offers an overview
of the different camera housings and mounts
available, plus explains how to utilize the GoPro
mobile app and computer software. How to best use
other “must have” GoPro accessories, including the
Wi-Fi Remote and the LCD Touch BacPac display are
also be covered. Throughout the book are hundreds of
shooting tips and strategies that teach readers how to
capture the best possible photos and videos in a wide
range of situations. Strategies for shooting
professional-quality first and third-person
photos/videos, as well as traditional photos/video,
plus ways to achieve the best possible results indoors,
outdoors, underwater, in low-light situations, and in
high-action situations are covered. This book appeals
to those who purchased a GoPro camera to take on
vacation or to capture “family moments,” as well as
to more active people who want to capture crystalclear “action” images or videos of themselves
engaged in various activities, using their GoPro
camera in conjunction with the best combination of
optional camera accessories, housings and mounts,
based on their activity and the shooting conditions.
How and why all of the accessories, housings,
mounts, menu options and camera settings were used
to capture the sample content is explained in the text
and with plenty of visual examples within the book.
Some additional companion video content is available
through the Que website.

How to Use the Gopro HERO
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The award-winning third edition of 'The Underwater
Photographer' dragged the topic kicking and
screaming in to the digital age and with the fully
updated fourth edition highly respected photographer
and tutor Martin Edge takes you deeper in to the
world of Underwater Photography. Practical examples
take you step-by-step through the basic techniques
from photographing shipwrecks, divers, marine life
and abstract images to taking photographs at night.
Brand new chapters cover not only highly specialist
Underwater Photography techniques such as low
visibility/greenwater photography, but also the digital
workflow needed to handle your images using the
latest software such as Lightroom. Packed with
breathtaking images and an easy to read style honed
from over twenty years of diving photography
courses, this book is sure to both educate and inspire
underwater photographers of all skill levels.

Advancing Your Photography
This hands-on guide helps congregations meet the
reality and challenges of today's constantly changing
urban and suburban church communities.
Congregations in Transition, written in an easy-tofollow workbook format, is designed to help
communities of faith focus on the changing needs of
their members and explore the opportunities and
options open to them.

An Adventure to Remember
Birren has conducted more than twenty-five years of
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autobiography groups, where participants recall,
write, and share their life stories. He offers "how-to"
tips for organizing, complementing, and
understanding oral history works. He finds that the
exercise is rewarding for adults entering periods of
transitions, such as the elderly population, and
encourages the sharing of experiences with others on
the same journey.

Road Cycling manual
Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest,
most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Premiere Pro
choose Adobe Premiere Pro Classroom in a Book
(2020 release) from Adobe Press. The 17 projectbased lessons in this book show students step-by-step
the key techniques for working in Premiere Pro.
Students learn skills to take a project from beginning
to end, including the basics on things like organizing
media, using audio, creating transitions, producing
titles, and adding effects. Once they have the basics
down, they'll learn how to take their projects further
by sweetening and mixing audio, compositing layered
footage, adjusting color, customizing motion graphics,
exporting files, and much more. The companion DVD
(also available as an online download) includes lesson
files so students can work step-by-step along with the
book. All buyers of the book also get full access to the
Web Edition: a Web-based version of the complete
eBook enhanced with video and multiple-choice
quizzes.

The Book of Alternative Photographic
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Processes
Inexpensive consumer drones that offer ease of flight
and high-quality photography and videography have
exploded on the market recently, creating what can
only be described as drone mania amongst a diverse
range of potential users. Because camera-carrying
drones still really only exist on the edge between
hobby and the mainstream, there is still a lot of
confusion about what these small drones are capable
of doing. The decision to purchase one is just the first
in a long stream of things a new owner must think
about. Aerial Photography and Videography Using
Drones is designed to help you make the most of the
opportunities these nimble, affordable, and accessible
flying machines have created for aerial photography
and videography. Within this definitive guide, you’ll
learn about the following: • the current state of
camera drone equipment • how to become a
competent drone operator • tips for getting the best
aerial still images and videos • stories from aerial
photographers and videographers from around the
world • the current regulatory state for drone usage
in the U.S. • techniques demonstrated in several
videos you can download from peachpit.com, along
with pre-flight checklists and worksheets for flight
training.

GoPro
The world’s oceans cover about 70% of our planet. To
safeguard the delicate ecological and environmental
functions of the oceans and their remarkable
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biodiversity, networks of marine protected areas are
being created. In some of these areas, human activity
is restricted to non-exploitative activities and in
others it is managed in a sustainable way. Australia is
at the forefront of marine conservation, with one of
the largest systems of marine protected areas in the
world. Big, Bold and Blue: Lessons from Australia’s
Marine Protected Areas captures Australia’s
experience, sharing important lessons from the Great
Barrier Reef and many other extraordinary marine
protected areas. It presents real-world examples,
leading academic research, perspectives on
government policy, and information from indigenous
sea country management, non-governmental
organisations, and commercial and recreational
fishing sectors. The lessons learnt during the rapid
expansion of Australia’s marine protected areas, both
positive and negative, will aid and advise other
nations in their own marine conservation efforts.

Power Phone Scripts
One of America's top photographers, shows how
everyone can take top quality photographs they love.
Whether you are a professional looking to advance
your skills, a beginner, or a budding Instagrammer,
this book will help you learn more fast and have fun in
the process.

Programming Arduino Next Steps: Going
Further with Sketches
Revised versions of the phenomenally successful
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Dungeons & Dragons core rulebooks.

Pocket Guide to Echocardiography
The vast majority of screenplay and writing books
that focus on story development have little to say
about the initial concept that inspired the piece.
Developing Story Ideas: The Power and Purpose of
Storytelling, Third Edition provides writers with
ideational tools and resources to generate a wide
variety of stories in a broad range of forms.
Celebrated filmmaker and author Michael Rabiger
demonstrates how to observe situations and themes
in the writer’s own life experience, and use these as
the basis for original storytelling. This new edition has
been updated with chapters on adaptation,
improvisation, and cast collaboration’s roles in story
construction, as well as a companion website
featuring further projects, class assignments,
instructor resources, and more. Gain the practical
tools and resources you need to spark your creativity
and generate a wide variety of stories in a broad
range of forms, including screenplays, documentaries,
novels, short stories, and plays Through hands-on,
step-by-step exercises and group and individual
assignments, learn to use situations and themes from
your own life experience, dreams, myth, and the news
as the basis for character-driven storytelling; harness
methods of screenplay format, dialogue, plot
structure, and character development that will allow
your stories to reach their fullest potential

Cram's Introduction to Surface
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Electromyography
Todd is given an opportunity to find a hidden island
where a big cave holds an even bigger treasure, but
the journey isn't for the faint of heart. It's full of
changing landscapes, talking animals, and tasks that
will take Todd on the trip of his life.(back of book)
After receiving an odd treasure map and old backpack
Todd is taken on an action-packed journey across a
mysterious island and is faced with situations that
test his character. In the end Todd will be left with
something he'll never forget and learn that treasure is
not always as it seems. With this book having nine
chapters it is great for readers who are just learning
to read chapter books. There are 13 black and white
illustrations included and though it's a shorter story of
only 62 pages it will leave you captivated. For ages
6-12+. Don't forget to leave a review please, and
thank you for your interest in An Adventure to
remember!
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